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1. System introduction

1.1 Brief introduction
TS-0200 Series fully digital conference system adopts ITC innovative network communications

and digital transmission processing technology which has completely independent intellectual

property rights. This leads the meeting field to a new breakthrough.

1.2 The system connection diagram
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Note: Aircraft Power Details table
model TS-0206/0206A TS-0203/0203A TS-0670HY TS-0204/0204A TS-0221

Power(W) 2.5 5.5 7 5 1.5
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2. Product Description

2.1 TS-0200M Digital Conference System Controller

Function
1. Digital audio transmission technology, simultaneous interpreting channel number 63+1, speech
separation technology.
2. Super extensions function, system microphone capacity of 4096, hand in hand connection,
support hot swapping.
3. Totally 4 channel meeting unit output interface, with output circuit indicator light. When the
circuit is normal, LED lights is flashing, LED lights turn off when the circuit disconnected.
4. Four microphone management mode: FIFO/NORMAL/VOICE(voice control)/APPLY.
5. Speaker limited (1/2/4/8) and the speaking time limit function.
6. The conference controller using TCP/IP protocol to match with computer, and via Ethernet
interface connection host computer to achieve remote control.
7. Access to the wireless network, and used together with wireless touch screen, android
computer and phone to control.
8. Support one camera to achieve the camera tracking, used together with camera tracking hast to
multi-channel video automatic tracking function.
9. The fire alarm trigger interface to activate fire alarm information.
10. Support 22 channels analog audio signal output, for the use of infrared interpretation system or
recording.
11. With the mobile phone module, to send text messages to the participants.
12. The host with optical fiber interface, ensure long distance transmission quality without
attenuation.It can realize two remote conference rooms into a conference room.
13. To realize the extension system, and can cascade,central control system of closely
connection.
14. Resistance to radio frequency interference (such as mobile phone), the microphone EQ can
adjust independent.
15. Host backup system for double-machine, can achieve check-in function when it disconnected
with computer.
16. Support the CobraNet protocol (Used for TS-0200MC).
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The front panel, back panel features

1. LCD screen, used to display the current working state.
2. Conference speech unit communication indicator.
3. The power switch and the power input socket, support AC ~110V-240V input.
4. Grounding column, used to connect the earth.
5. DELEGATES 1~4 used to connect conference speech unit.
6. Optical fiber communication interface.
7. CobraNet communication protocol interface (Used for TS-0200MC).
8. Connected with the expansion of the host, the host can realize that a plurality
of expansion "hand in hand" connected in series.
9. LAN network interface.
10. Serial port 2 is used to connect mobile phone short message module; serial port 3 is used to
connect the video matrix control equipment.
11. power sequence controller interface.
12. The ID setting switch of the conference unit , used to set the Conference speech unit unit ID.
13. Reset button switch.
14. Serial port one for connection to a computer, server, or in the control equipment.
15. RS-232 serial port, connect the camera.
16. Short circuit to trigger the fire alarm interface and camera 485/422 communication interface.
17. Line audio unbalanced lotus seat output.
18. Line audio XLR balanced output.
19. Line audio unbalanced lotus seat input.
20. Line audio XLR balanced input.
21. Translators native audio output port.
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Specifications
Model TS-0200M

Microphone Capacity ≤4096

Channel Quantity 16, 32, 64CH

Frequency Response 30~20KHz

S.N Ratio >75 dB(A)

Dynamic Range >80 dB

Channel Isolation >80 dB

Total Harmonic Distortion <0.05%

Power Supply 90~132V AC/180~264V AC by switch

Audio Input LINE IN 1: 775mV (Balance)

LINE IN 2: 775mV (Unbalance)

Audio output LINE OUT 1: 1V (Balance)

LINE OUT 2: 1V (Unbalance)

Output Load >1KΩ

RJ45 Internet Ports Connect the computer

Static Power 30W

Output Power 320W

Connection Way Special cable core (6 core)

Joint Reliability Reliability

Follow Specification IEC60914

Working Temperature -10℃~+60℃

Working Humidity 20% to 80% relative humidity, non-condensing

Touch-screen Control 4.3 inch TFT touch color screen

CobraNet Audio transmission TS-0200MC Has

Optical fiber transmission function Yes

Color Black

Weight Around 3Kg

Dimensions(L*W*H) 484 x 305 x 88mm

Installation Standard 19-inch rack
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2.2 TS-0221 Fully digital conference system of multi function expansion box

Features

1. Unique design.

2. With the expansion of the network function.

3. With power supply function.

4. With one input and three outputs, realize the network function, with communication instructions.

5. Can connect the host, realize network function.

6. Adopt 100M network transmission, and can realize hand in hand cascade.

7. Three exchange controller port, SSRAM, 10/100M Ethernet port, each interface supports

IEEE802.3, IEEE802.3u, IEEE802.3x standard, has strong anti interference ability.

Function Introduction

1. LINK— Connect TS-0200M conference system controller or connect an extension box NEXT

interface.

2. Power input interface, DC 36V input.

3. NEXT—Used to connect to the next multi-function expansion box.

4&5. Connect TS-0206/TS-0206A.
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Specifications
Model TS-0221
Maximum power consumption 1.5W
Supply Voltage 36V
Connection Dedicated cable (6-pin)
Color Silver
Weight About 0.5Kg
Size(L*W*H) 156 x 111 x 32mm
Working Temperature -10℃~+60℃
Working Humidity 20% to 80% relative humidity, non-condensing

2.3 TS-0206/TS-0206A Chairman/Delegate Unit Of Digital Interpretation

Conference System

Features
1. The microphone adopt 48KHz sampling rate, higher than the CD sound quality, the voice is clear

and bright. Internal DSP audio processing, there is no low frequency sound.

2. With functions of speech timing and timing speech.

3. Delegate unit has applied for speech function, the chairman unit can approve the applicant.

4. Internal feedback inhibition function, can effectively prevent the noise.

5. The Microphone has the voice control function, can intelligent turn on the microphone.

6. 5 Section EQ regulating function, different sound effects can be adjusted according to the

characteristics of the speaker's voice, to achieve perfect effect.

7. The chairman has the priority function, can turn off the Microphone of delegate units during

speech.

8. With 100M network transmission to realize hand in hand cascade, Sound quality will not have

any effect in long distance transmission.

9. Support the vote, election, rating function, chairman unit can set vote, check-in. can do data

statistics without PC.

10. Can choose receive (15+1)/(31+1)/(63+1) channel language.
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Function Introduction
Chairman Unit (TS-0206)

Delegate Unit(TS-0206A)

① Loudspeaker.

② Microphone Interface.

Microphone 6 core air interface foot position function description:

③ LCD screen.

④ Channel selection key, used to select the current interpreter machine channels.

⑤ Multi-function voting buttons and status indicators.

—meeting vote, the number 2, 3, 4 represents agree, abandon, against.

—election meeting, digital 1-5 represent different candidate.

—assessment of the meeting, digital 1-5 represent level - -, -, 0, +, + +.
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Notice:
Long press the chairman unit number "1" 3 seconds to vote; The state of the vote, a vote for the
last time effectively, to speak unit has the memory function can write down the last key, vote by
indicating lamp display; Long press the chairman unit number "5" for 3 seconds, suspend vote, can
view the vote; Long press "5" return meeting end of voting patterns.

Sign in before the meeting
Long press the chairman unit number "2" for 3 seconds, start sign in, enter check in mode, press
the "microphone switch" button to sign in. Long press the chairman unit number "5" for 3 seconds,
exit sign in mode.

Apply for speech processing
According to the chairman unit key figures "3" approval application. Each time you press,speaking
for a unit to apply for approval, follow the principle of "first in first out".
⑥ MIC switch button.
⑦ Microphone priority keys. Chairman unit(TS-0206) specific priority, Press to cancel at any time
to speak is to speak on behalf of all the permissions unit and turn MIC chairman of the unit.
⑧ Volume control knob.
⑨ Headphone jack.

Specifications
Model TS-0206/TS-0206A

Microphone types Heart-shaped directivity electric

Microphone frequency response 80Hz~16KHz

Input impedance 1KΩ

The sensitivity -46 dBV/Pa

SPL Maximum SPL 100dB(THD>3%)

SNR >80dB(A)

Crosstalk >70dB

Dynamic Range >80dB

THD <0.1%

Maximum power consumption 2.5W

Headset load >16Ω

The headset volume Max: 40mW

Headphone output interface 3.5 mm mono socket

The following specification IEC60914

Connector With 1.8 m aviation extension cable of six-core

Power supply DC36V Controller power supply DC36V

Color Silver
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Voting Five-button voting, Three -button voting

Simultaneous Interpretation 16, 32, 64 channel (default 16)

Check-in Function Button sign

Display Screen English character full dot-matrix LCD display

Weight 0.9kg

Microphone pole height 415mm

Dimension(L*W*H) 225*131*48mm

Installation Desktop

2.4 TS-0203/TS-0203A Digital conference electronic table card Chairman unit /
delegate unit

Features
1. Microphone adopt 48KHz sampling rate, higher than CD sound quality,the voice is clear and
bright. Internal DSP audio processing, there is no low frequency sound.
2. Support timekeeping of speech (charged according to speech time).
3. Delegate unit has applied for speech function, the chairman unit can approve the applicant.
4. Internal feedback inhibition function, can effectively prevent the noise.
5. The Microphone has the voice control function, can intelligent turn on the microphone.
6. 5 Section EQ regulating function, different sound effects can be adjusted according to the
characteristics of the speaker's voice, to achieve perfect effect.
7. The chairman has the priority function, can turn off the Microphone of delegate units during
speech.
8. 4.3 inch TFT true color touch screen, simple operation, friendly use function.
9. With 100M network transmission to realize hand in hand cascade, Sound quality will not have
any effect in long distance transmission.
10. With functions of IC cards signed in can show participants unique characteristics.
11. Support the vote, election, rating function, chairman unit can set vote, check-in can do data
statistics without PC.
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12. With the function of electronic table stands, with full view large LCD to shows the person’s
name, can be quickly update the display information through PC.
13. Can choose receive (15+1)/(31+1)/(63+1) channel language.
14. Long-distance transmission will not have any impact on the sound quality.
15. Support three way of voting.
A) Voting:agree/waiver/against.
B) Election/survey: 1/2/3/4/5.
C) Response/comment: --/-/0/+/++.
16. Support SMS warning function.

products introduction

① Registration card slot opening.
② The electronic screen plate.
③ headset microphone port.
④ headphone output.
⑤ Microphone on behalf of unit key.
⑥ 4.3 inch touch screen.
⑦ chairman unit microphone on the key.
⑧ chairman unit microphone priority button.
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Specifications
Model TS-0203/TS-0203A

Microphone Types Heart-shaped directivity electret

Microphone Frequency Response 80Hz~16KHz

Input Impedance 1KΩ

Sensitivity -46 dBV/Pa

Maximum SPL 100dB(THD>3%)

SNR >80dB(A)

Crosstalk >70dB

Dynamic Range >80dB

THD <0.1%

Maximum Power Consumption 5.5W

Headset Load >16Ω

Headset Volume Maximum 40mW

Headphone Output Interface 3.5 mm mono socket

Following Specification IEC60914

Connector With 1.8 m aviation extension cable of six-cell

Microphone pole height Power supply Host power supply DC36V

Color Black

Voting Five-button voting, Three -button voting

Simultaneous Interpretation 16, 32, 64 channel (default 16)

Check-in Function Button sign, IC card sign

IC Card With Contact IC card

Display 4.3-inch Color Screen

Electronic table card 5.5 Inch Green Electronic table card

Weight 1.17kg

Microphone pole height 415mm

Size(L*W*H) 218X135X63mm

Installation Desktop
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2.5 TS-0204/TS-0204A Fully digital conference with IC card sign Chairman Unit /
Delegate Unit

Features
1. Microphone adopt 48KHz sampling rate, higher than CD sound quality,the voice is clear and
bright. Internal DSP audio processing, there is no low frequency sound.
2. Speak to speak with timing and timing functions, control spokesman time.
3. Delegate unit has applied for speech function, the chairman unit can approve the applicant.
4. Internal feedback inhibition function, can effectively prevent the noise.
5. The Microphone has the voice control function, can intelligent turn on the microphone.
6. 5 Section EQ regulating function, different sound effects can be adjusted according to the
characteristics of the speaker's voice, to achieve perfect effect.
7. The chairman has the priority function, can turn off the Microphone of delegate units during
speech.
8. 4.3 inch TFT true color touch screen, simple operation, friendly use function.
9. With 100M network transmission to realize hand in hand cascade, Sound quality will not have
any effect in long distance transmission.
10. With functions of IC cards signed in can show participants' unique characteristics.
11. Support the vote, election, rating function, chairman unit can set vote, check-in. can do data
statistics without PC.
12. Can choose receive (15+1)/(31+1)/(63+1) channel language.
13. Long-distance transmission will not have any impact on the sound quality.
14. support three way of voting.
A) Voting:agree/waiver/against.
B) Election/survey: 1/2/3/4/5.
C) Response/comment: --/-/0/+/++.
15. Support SMS warning function.
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Products introduction

① Registration card slot port.
② headset microphone port.
③ headphone output.
④ 4.3 inch touch screen.
⑤ Microphone on behalf of unit key.
⑥ chairman unit microphone on the key.
⑦ chairman unit microphone priority button.

Specifications
Model TS-0204/TS-0204A
Microphone Types Heart-shaped directivity electret
Microphone Frequency Response 80Hz~16KHz
Input Impedance 1KΩ
Sensitivity -46 dBV/Pa
SPL 100dB(THD>3%)
SNR >80dB(A)
Crosstalk >70dB
Dynamic Range >80dB
THD <0.1%
Maximum power consumption 5W
Headphone load >16Ω
Headphone volume Maximum:40mW
Headphone jack 3.5 mm mono socket
Following Specification IEC60914
Connector with 1.8m aviation extension cable of six-cell
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Power supply Host power supply DC36V
Color Black
Voting Five-button voting, Three -button voting
Simultaneous Interpretation 16,32,64 channel (default 16)
Check-in Function Button sign，IC card sign
IC Card With Contact IC card
Display 4.3-inch Color Screen
Weight 1.17kg
Microphone pole height 415mm
Size(L*W*H) 218x135x63mm
Installation Desktop

2.6 TS-0670HY Fully digital conference interpreter machine unit

Functions
1. High digital audio technology, microphone adopt 48KHZ sampling rate, higher than the CD
sound quality, the voice is clear and bright. Internal DSP audio processing, there is no low
frequency sound.
2. 7-inch touch-screen, UI interface is beautiful and elegance.
3. The heart-shaped directivity capacitive pick up with double color indicator light, it is turn to red
color during speaking, with rotary knob plug Microphone bar .
4. A magnetic loudspeaker and headphone jack. Support Headphone and Microphone bar to
pickup.
5. Support text message ,tea application, HELP (HELP) function.
6. Ave cough elimination function, have remind the voice speed (SLOW).
7. Support timekeeping of speech (charged according to speech time).
8. Can preset the language of each channel.
9. 15 languages can be translated at the same time, can be custom made 31 or 63 languages in
total. One interpreter room can install within 6 interpreter unit.
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10. Can preset 3 fast input channels with a corresponding shortcut keys (a/b/c).
11. Selection button of input channel, and can choose easily in all the input language channel.
12. Can preset 3 fast output channels with a corresponding shortcut keys (A/B/C).
13. Selection button of output channel, and can choose easily in all the input language channel.
14. Support lock between interpreter s and preemption mode.

Functions introduction

① Mic interface—mic input, can speak.
② Mic output interface—can hear sound of different channels.
③ NEXT—it is used to cascade next interpreter or unit.
④ POWER—it is used to outside power supply, DC36V power supply.

Specifications
Model TS-0670HY
Microphone Types Heart-shaped directivity electrets
Frequency Response 80Hz~16KHz
Input Impedance 1KΩ
Sensitivity -46 dBV/Pa
SPL 100dB(THD>3%)
SNR >80dB（A）
Crosstalk >70dB
Dynamic Range >80dB
THD <0.1%
Maximum power consumption 7W
Headphone load >16Ω
Headphone volume Maximum: 40mW
Headphone jack 3.5mm mono socket
Following Specification IEC60914
Connector with 1.8m aviation extension cable of six-cell
Hand in hand expansion port 1 Port
Power supply Master Supply power DC36V or Adapter supply power
Color Black
Simultaneous Interpretation 16, 32, 64 channel (default 16)
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Display 7-inch color touch screen
Weight 1.65kg
Microphone Pole Height 415mm
Size（L*W*H） 268x160x63mm
Installation Desktop

2.7 TS-0200ME Extension Unit

Features
1. Dedicated 6-core cable connection.

2. With full digital conferencing system to expand speech units.

3. Metal shell for the master controller; Circuit and Shell are strengthened to connect with the

ground wire to ensure 6000V antistatic ability.

4. The master controller can be installed in a 19-inch standard rack, easy to place and maintain.

5. Built-in International Universal Power Supply.

Specifications
Model TS-0200ME
Main Power 90~132VAC/180~264VAC by switch
Maximum power consumption 350W
Output Power ≤110W/36V per channel
Connection Dedicated cable (6-pin)
RJ45 Ethernet port Connection to the host and host subordinate expansion
Color Black
Weight About 3Kg
Size(L*W*H) 484x305x88mm
Operating Temperature -10℃~+60℃
Working Humidity 20% to 80% relative humidity, non-condensing
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3. Conference controller Operation Manual TS-0200M
3.1 Boot
After confirming that all digital systems hardware device connected, start the system in the
following order.
① If TS-0200ME device is present, the priority extend all meetings start hosts.
② Open TS-0200M conference host Power On/Off.
③ Is there an error on the boot prompt to view the conference host panel screen, if so, then there
is a problem device, check to solve.
④ Wait 2~3S, welcome screen will be displayed after the boot is completed, it represents
conference host is working properly.
⑤ Operations master panel UI, enter the system status menu (or connected PC software), see the
current system working state statistics the number is correct, if not correct, wait 10S (system
detection time), if it is still not correct, confirmed that there are elements or extended host exists is
not working properly, check to solve.
⑥ If the number of system statistics correctly, the system self-test is complete, the normal work.

3.2 Conference Mode

Entering the meeting mode from the main interface (On the left). A total of four kinds of microphone
modes, you can switch to select one according to needs; the number of microphones is the current
maximum allowed number of open microphones N (N = 1/2/4/8), can be switched to select one.
(The microphone here means the unit machines, which includes the chairman and delegate units).

3.2.1 FIFO Mode
① FIFO Delegate open microphone management
FIFO: When the total number of open microphones is less than N, the delegate directly open
microphone; When the total number of open microphones is up to N, but not of them are chairman
unit, the delegate use the mutual FIFO mode to open microphone.
② FIFO Chairman open microphone management
Preemption mechanism: Chairman machine can seize open mic representation machine (the
total number of open mics in N and where and when to reach representatives machine, open the
current Chairman of the microphones, the first open mic representative extruder open microphone
queue, shut delegate microphone and opened the current President of microphones).
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Open mic full Hint: Chairman machine between each other without FIFO mechanism, the total
number N and has reached full open microphone President machine, and then open a new
chairman unit, its interface will show "microphone full".
Priority: key priority by the President of the machine, start the Chairman priority function, which
immediately shut off all delegate microphones open state. If this does not open microphones until
President, the Chairman of the machine will turn on the microphone (in the current number of full
and open mic the whole machine is President, the President microphones do not open).

3.2.2 NORMAL Mode
① NORMAL Delegate open microphone management
Wait mechanism: Number of microphone unit machine reaches N, then open delegate
microphones when it will enter the wait state, with the largest number of units waiting for N. On
behalf of the state machine in the waiting, pressing the key can open the microphone out of wait
states. When there is a microphone unit is closed, the current status of all pending waiting for the
first to enter the microphone microphone will automatically turn on.
② Chairman open microphone management
Preemption: reaching the maximum allowable number of open microphones N, when you open
the chairman microphones, will represent the extruder open microphone queue (in turn off the
microphone of the current open mic open mic oldest delegate representatives machine, and open
yourself microphone).
Open mic full hint: Chairman machine without waiting mechanisms in the current maximum
number of full and open mic microphone has opened full time chairman machine, then press the
other chairman unit, it will show the "microphone full".
Priority: key priority by the President of the machine, start the Chairman priority function, and
close all open delegate microphones, wait state. If this does not open microphones until President,
the Chairman of the machine will turn on the microphone (in the current number of full and open
mic the whole machine is President, the President does not open microphones).

3.2.3 VOICE mode
① VOICE delegate open microphone management
Wait mechanism: Number of delegate microphone reaches N, then open delegate microphones
when it will enter the wait state, with the largest number of units waiting for N. In standby press the
microphone key to open exit standby. When a representative of the microphone is turned off, the
current status of all pending waiting for the first to enter the microphone microphone turns on
automatically.
② VOICE chairman open microphone management
Sound system: Chairman unit can automatically detect the current handset microphone speech,
a speech in front of the President of the machine can automatically turn on their microphones.
Preemption mechanisms: in the open mic reached the maximum number of open microphones
number N, the President turned on the microphone, will represent the extruder open microphone
queue (in turn off the microphone which is open at the earliest time).
Open mic full Hint: Chairman machine without waiting mechanisms in the current maximum
number of full and open mic microphone has opened full time chairman machine, then the other
chairman unit, the "microphone full".
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Priority: key priority by the President of the machine, the machine starts Chairman priority
function, which immediately shut off all delegate microphones open, wait state. If this does not
open microphones until President, the Chairman of the machine will turn on the microphone (in the
current number of full and open mic the whole machine is President, the President microphones
do not open).

3.2.4 APPLY mode
① APPLY delegate open microphone management
Apply mechanisms: open mic button press delegate, namely the President-initiated applications
for open mic, then Chairman of the machine on the 3rd button will flash on-screen "on behalf of the
applications open microphone" (Chairman of the machine by pressing the 3rd key "agree" open
the application in order to open the microphone delegate microphones). Delegate the largest
number of applications for open mic N, after more than display "Mic full application." In the
application on behalf of the state machine then a open mic, you can exit the application state.
Automatic revocation mechanism: After application on behalf of the unit into the open
microphone status, if the machine does not agree Chairman 15s their open mic, the representative
will automatically withdraw the application, exit the application open microphone status.
② APPLY chairman open microphone management
Preemption: The maximum allowable number of open microphones within N, chairman
microphone is turned on, will represent the extruder open microphone queue (in turn off the current
open mic delegate earliest open microphone or the earliest application for open mic delegate
microphones state, while open their microphone).
Open mic full Hint: Chairman machine without application mechanism in the current maximum
number of open microphones is full and has been Chairman of the machine open mic all the time,
then the other chairman unit, the "microphone number full".
Priority: key priority by the President of the machine, start the Chairman priority function, which
immediately shut off all delegate microphones open, application status. If this does not open
microphones until President, the Chairman of the machine will turn on the microphone (in the
current number of full and open mic the whole machine is President, the President microphones
do not open).

3.3 Edit ID
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① Software edit ID, enter the series ID interface in the function main interface. If you need to
change the start ID number, you can select the starting ID number box, press the keyboard
settings (ranging from 1 to 4096), the value press "OK" to save the changes after setting the initial
series of the ID's ID; press "start "to start knitting ID, then you can manually operate all units open
microphone key programmed machine ID (unit machine will display the machine ID and currently
available ID), indicating the unit machine and press the red light means that the operation is valid
(current ID setting the machine ID). Press "End" to end the state of software programmed ID.
② Hardware edit ID, dial the "SET ID" in the back of host to the ON state to start encoding in
hardware ID, then you can manually operate all units open microphone key knitting machine ID,
when ID editing is complete, then dial knob to the OFF state that is the end of the series ID.

3.4 Volume controlling

Hardware wiring methods: Connecting external source to a background music input port LINE
IN1/2, then from LINE OUT1/2 after the amp speaker output to devices.
Into the output volume of the background music from the main interface to adjust the interface
functions, adjust bass and treble volume value by +/- button to hear the effect of changes in the
actual music. Where the bass / treble adjustment range 5 bands (-6/-2/0/+2/+6dB), the total
volume of adjustable range 6th order (MUTE/-30/-20/10/5/0dB), mute which refers to mute the
background music.

3.5 System Condition
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From entering the function interface to system condition interface, you can check the current
on-line units’ qty and types. The current system has the chairman unit, delegate unit, interpreter
unit. You can check the system actual changing condition by inserting the current chairman unit,
delegate unit (the detection time for the controller insertion is 1 min under the whole controller
spare condition, if not present the actual updating, please patiently wait for its changed value to
check whether, but it is prohibited to insert the delegate frequently).

3.6 System Setup

From the function interface to system condition interface, there are 4 subitems to choose.

3.6.1 Language settings

You can switch the language option to check the effects.

3.6.2 Brightness adjustment

Adjust+/-button can increase/decrease the screen’s brightness value, can slide the progress bar

by hand to adjust the brightness value, the adjustable value 1-64.
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3.6.3 Restore default data equipment

Enter the restore default interface, make sure if really needs to implement the restore default.
Restore default means restore Factory Settings value, the default data is as followings:
Conference mode: FIFO, Max Mic qty: 1
Conference Max signed person: 999
Program ID: original ID: 0001
Default touch screen display: Simplified Chinese, Max brightness: 64
Original total volume: 0dB, Treble: 0dB, Bass: 0dB
Install its IP: 192.168.168.168, Subnet mask: 255.255.255.0, Gateway: 192.168.168.1, COM port:
50000.

3.7 Connect CobraNet equipment (Used for TS-0200MC)

Conference controller support remote audio transmission, it can input the sound source from the

back side of RCA LINE IN1/2 controller, and connect to the PBX or Router from the controller back

side of CorbraNet interface. And then connect to another equipment that supports CorbraNet

sound source transmission (don’t connect through cable directly). Install the CobraNet Discovery

software on PC and install the related initialized data so you can listen the input music from the

receiver. The two CobraNet can achieve the unidirectional transmission of the sound source data

simultaneously.

3.7.1 Notice
Conference controller support to circumscribe other CobraNet receiving equipment, and it can

output current conference high quality sound source data.

3.7.2 CobraNet module operation explanation
① Use the the PBX or Router to connect with the related CobraNet receiving equipment and

conference controller (connect CobraNet Interface) to make sure 2 pcs equipment interface

brightening yellow-green color.

② Install and open CobraNet Discovery software to check the current online module MAC add , if

check nothing, please install the CobraNet module, PC software, PC IP simultaneously.
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③ Please check CobraNet module IP add (module PCB has mark), the followings explain the

already known CobraNet module IP adds: 192.168.0.1/192.168.0.42.

④ When PC IP is 192.168.0.1~192.168.0.255, you can check CobraNet module online.

⑤ Select CobraNet software Tools Options, open to check whether the add scope contains

192.168.0.1 & 192.168.0.42, the picture shows it has already concluded CobraNet Discovery

already.

⑥ PC IP installation should be on the same segment with the module.
⑦ All are correct, you can check the two modules on the CobraNet Discovery softwares (CobraNet
Discovery is locked sometimes, if cannot check, you can close and reset it to check)

⑧ Please double-click the receiver module 192.168.0.42 (blue color means selected) of the below
picture 1 on the software interface, you can see the current receiver module condition of the
picture 2, click “Configure” button, according to this installation (if find green icon: OK, if grey: not
OK, because there is no equipment to send module, red: data passed, but send/receive package
qty is not inconsistent: Picture 600), so the receiving end installation is complete.
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⑨ Installation sending end. The operation is the same as the receiving end and after finishing, you
can see the below picture. After installing, please click OK, and return to the third step to check the
green icon, then the installation is successful.

⑩ Attending if you need to configure the sampling rate, latency, channel number, etc., please see
the manual carefully. Generally does not make the change.
Note:About more functions, please refer to the manual CobraNet module uses.
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3.8 Camera control
Conference controller support VISCA/PELCD_D camera protocol, the user can be directly
connected by 232/422 single camera, also can connect camera tracking and connect more
cameras, camera Settings you need to use PC software implementation.

3.8.1 camera connection and configuration
① The way of 422, the 422 users can controller's interface connect directly to the back of the
CAMERA - 422 CAMERA 3, 4 mouth, through the PC software before the meeting ->CAMERA
control page to VISCA/PELCD_D operation agreement, set corresponding to the location of the
choose to save the preset position, and save all unit controller in turn, then pick a panoramic and
save (must be in this order operation). After the save the user may choose to invoke the default
view is correct.After complete of all, through the level switch to view camera phone back
mechanism is correct.
② The way of 232 the user can through the 232 of the original configuration of connecting direct
meeting controller CONTROL SYSTEM interface that can do the same way with 422 cameras.
③ Connect CONTROL SYSTEM interface to the CAMERA tracking controller's TS-0690
CONTROL interface through 232 line, and then track the host CAMERA NET of T/R +, T/R - two
mouth received a CAMERA 3, 4 mouth, which can be like the above CONTROL VISCA/PELCD
CAMERA-D agreement.

3.8.2 Camera control instructions

① The level of Into: open the microphone, camera automatic tracking the latest open microphone
position.
② The level of Back, close the microphone, camera automatically return to the current state of the
last open microphone microphone positions.
③ The change in Midway : in the using process, turned off once the microphone into, then this
microphone location will be automatically removed, levels into retreat mechanism remains the
same.
④ No microphone, camera will point to view.

Illustrate: there are 1, 2, 3, 4 microphones, when opening 1, 2, 3, 4 microphones, camera tracking
in order to 1, 2, 3, 4, microphone, if at this time, close no. 2 microphone, camera will not change.If
closed 4 receiver, the camera points to 3 position.Close microphone, 3 cameras pointing to the no.
1 position.Close no. 1 microphone, camera pointed to panoramic position.
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3.9 Fire alarm

By the meeting host ALARM output behind two feet short circuit signal (analog send fire ALARM

signal to the controller), the controller panel is touch screen, Unit screen, PC software (version 2),

the conference unit display does not change in addition to touch screen, can still use other

function.when the interface signal detected cancel when the fire alarm (open), automatic back to

normal.

3.10 other features
3.10.1 reset function parameters
Meeting at the back of the mainframe will be RESET button (built-in), long press for more than 2s

can RESET all parameters to default at present.

3.10.2 interpreter machine
Conference controller has CH0~CH21, 22 corresponding interpreter machine audio channel

output, including CH0 is the source channel, CH1~CH21 is 21, the interpreter machine translated

speech output channel.

3.10.3 optical fiber communication
The controller has FIBER interface is optical FIBER communication, can use two TS-0200M host

with optical FIBER line connection, currently available to transmit music in the background.

3.10.4 extension controller
Host behind the EXTENSION expansion socket connection, the current can be an external

TS-0221, cascade TS-0206 can be normal use of the function.

3.10.5 power sequence interface
After the controller's panel screen print the outer interface of 24YZG, as an extension function after

use.

3.10.6 the use of COM interface
COM1 port connect computer rver/the controller, COM2 mouth to answer the mobile phone short

message module, COM3 mouth after video matrix control equipment.Supporting the use of PC

software, can choose systems administration ->external devices, test the COM port custom data.
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4. The instructions of meeting unit TS-0206/TS-0206A
4.1 open
Open the controller power supply start up conference system, the screen "in the digital conference
system start...", after the completion of the boot screen LOGO interface unit "on behalf of" or
"chairman unit" and the corresponding channel.If the unit controller is not normal, does not
automatically switch to the interface of the LOGO.

4.2 unit type
The chairman of the machine including the microphone key and priority key, another 1/2/3/4/5
number keys (- -, -, 0, +, ++), Press 1 key for a long time can start hardware three key voting
function, long press 2 can start check-in hardware.A vote in the hardware, press 5 long can
suspend a vote to see results, continue long press 5 will withdraw from voting.Under the mode of
application, 3 key can open microphone function used as allowed represent machine application.In
addition the CH-/CH + button to switch to listen to the audio channel.
Delegate no priority key, 1/2/3/4 5 key only as a selection key to use voting machines, other
functions with the Chairman.

4.3 Meeting management
The controller's switch is controlled by meeting management, its authority by the controller
configuration.When using the logic of the host reference to the meeting mode.
Press the MIC switch button can switch microphone, unit display as follows.

In the APPLY mode, When there are on behalf of the machine APPLY for open microphone, on
behalf of the display as follows.

Chairman unit screen display as below:

When applying people is full, it will display as below:
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When press the number key “ 3” on chairman unit, the applying delegate units will open by first in
first out mode.
When under NORMAL mode, the exceeded delegated will enter into waiting status. If waiting
person is full, it will remind waiting person is full.

Press the button “priority” to close all the delegate units, and chairman microphone is open.
Delegate units display as fellow:

4.4 Sign in
The chairman unit number 2, then the corresponding light, indicating that this president machine
hardware sign function in the open state, long press the number key “ 2”, initiated a total
attendance at hardware sign, display screen and view the unit have been signed number, press
the microphone button on the unit. Press the number key “ 5” to exit sign.

If chairman sign in function is disabled, long press the number key “ 2”, and then LCD screen will
display “sign in be banned”, then please use PC to open sign in function.

4.5 Vote
Press chairman number key 1, the corresponding light lights, it indicates that the chairman voting
function is enabled. Long press number key 1 to start 3-key voting. Check the option Yes, No and
Abstain, and then select by the number key 2/3/4.

Long press number key 5 to check vote result,
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Long press number key 5 again to quit vote function and back to LOGO interface.
PC launches 5-key voting as below, press one number to vote.

PC launches 5-key assessment as below, press one number to make assessment.

4.6 Channel Selection
By switching CH + / CH- button, user can select the channel to listen to the translated language.
The optional channel number is from 0 to 31, and 0 is the original language, channel 1 to channel
31 are the translated languages.

……

4.7 Fire alarm
When the host sends the fire alarm message, the "warning" prompt, the red light of microphone
pole will flash. When the host revocation fire alarm, microphones will restore the state before fire
alarm.

4.8 Other functions
4.8.1 Chinese-English interface switching
This feature requires PC software to control and switch. Please refer to PC software manual.
Language can be seen through the screen display after switching

4.8.2 Timing speech and speech timing
This feature requires PC software to control and switch. Please refer to PC software manual. This
function is to switch on or off the microphone. When under timing speech mode, PC will define the
speech time, and then microphone will countdown the remaining speech time, if time is over,
microphone will be turned off automatically; When under speech timing mode, PC will calculate the
speak time, and the microphone will display speaking time.

If PC launches speech timing mode, microphone interface will display as follow:
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If PC launches timing speech mode, microphone interface will display as follow:

4.8.3 Audio adjustment
This feature requires PC software to control and switch. Please refer to PC software manual.

4.8.4 Message
This feature requires PC software to control and switch. Please refer to PC software manual. It

means PC can send message to microphone to reminder participants. Microphone screen will

display as below (TS-0206 only support two fixed messages):

5. Extended units TS-0221 instruction

LINK port for connect TS-0200M DELEGATES interface or another TS-0221 port, port NEXT/

UNIT1/ UNIT2 can be used to TS-0206/TS-0206A or another TS-0221 devices.

Please refer to the system diagram, take TS-0221 port LINK for TS-0200M DELEGATES of the

mouth, the LINK status indicator light will keep flashing green after the network connection is

normal; Port NEXT/ UNIT1 / UNIT2 state of light is the same. When no external 36V power supply,

a TS-0200M host most can connect to 48 units of TS-0221, after the external DC 36V power

supply, quantity can support the maximum number of units.
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6. TS-0203/0203A Operation Manual

6.1 Boot
Power on the host system to start the meeting, unit machine screen display "System Loading ...",
the start up page as follows.

After completion of the boot LOGO interface touch screen display, if the machine is not normal,
you can not automatically switch to LOGO interface. Correct LOGO interface is as follows:

6.2 Unit Type
Chairman unit has a microphone key and priority key, touch screen, turn off all delegate
microphones, English switch, channel switch, volume control, brightness adjustment, tea
application initiating attendance and voting, attendance and voting response operations.
Representative unit has microphone key, but without priority key, you can switch the microphone
on the touch screen, in English and switching, channel switch, volume control, brightness
adjustment, tea apply, attendance and voting response operations.

6.3 Conference Management
Unit machine by switching the microphone conference management control, the permission is
from the meeting host configuration.
Press the MIC switch button can switch the microphone unit is shown below:

Chairman unit Delegate unit
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In APPLY mode, when the applications on behalf of open mics, representatives shown below:

Chairman of the machine at this time are shown below.

Then press the button to agree or disagree, on behalf of the application is turned on or off
according to the FIFO mode.
The number of full prompt the user when the number of applicants is full.

In NORMAL mode, exceed the number of delegate units will go into a wait state.

By pressing the priority button of Chairman of the machine , turn off the microphone for all delegate
and chairman unit open the mic.
Representative unit is shown below:

6.4 Sign in
Going into the menu page of Chairman unit, press the "launch sign" button to enter the sign control
page, as shown below, then you can see the results of the last sign. Press the "Start Registration"
button, send hardware attendance.
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At this point you can view on the touch screen display and has not yet reached the number of
attendance numbers, you can also initiate attendance by PC software. At this point you can
select by pressing the microphone key unit machine, press the "sign" button to insert the card in
three ways to sign , the sign will be displayed after the machine has been to sign and add a
number of people, not yet reached the number minus one. Press the Exit button to end and exit
sign.
If the Chairman of the machine sign function is disabled, press the start button on the sign, the
touch screen will prompt ban sign, then turn on the PC need to sign function.

6.5 Vote
Enter the chairman unit menu page, press the launch vote button to enter the vote menu page,
then you can choose to view the results of the last vote. Press the Start button to vote to initiate the
hardware three key vote. Press favors, abstention, opposition to vote, after pressing the screen
stops flashing. All units will show all the voting result after press end button, and then press the exit
button to return to the main page, chairman unit menu page, as shown below:

Three key vote on behalf of the unit response page as below:

PC software can be launched five key election, press the corresponding button, select a result, as

shown in the figure below:

Chairman unit menu Interface Chairman unit sign control interface
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PC software can be launched five key rating, press the corresponding button, select a result, as

shown in the figure below:

6.6 Channel selection

Chairman unit and delegate unit on the page icon LOGO channel switching

current audio listening, you can choose to listen to different sound channels manually (with
power-down save function), where 0 is the original sound output channel, and the remaining 15 for
translators machine output channels. (NOTE: Depending on the type and grade, respectively
(15+1) / (31+1) / (63+1) channel-language products)

6.7 Fire Alarm
When the controller launched fire alarm messages, the “Fire Warning "prompt will be displayed on
the unit screen machines, the screen shown below, in the condition of fire alarm, mi rod will be the
red light flashing, until the controller to cancel the fire alarm, unit to recover before the alarm state.

6.8 Chinese-English Switch
From the LOGO page click the menu button to enter the menu page, click language Settings
button to enter Chinese-English switch pages, power-down save. Settings page is as follows:
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6.9 Timing speech and speech timekeeping
This function need to switch controlled by the PC software, please refer to the PC user manual. Its
function is to switch the phone, in the timing speech, PC issued regularly speak of time, the unit
will display the countdown time remaining presentation, the time to automatically shut down after
phone, timing speech only for the delegate unit effectively, the chairman of the unit is invalid; when
speech timekeeping, PC specify the unit to speech timekeeping unit time accounting has spoken.

6.10 Audio Adjustment
This function requires a PC software control to switch from the meeting, please refer to PC user
manual in details..

6.11 Short Message Tip
This feature requires a PC software control to switch from the meeting, please refer to PC user
manual in details.. Its function is that PC can single launch / broadcast messages to the display
unit machine display, reminding unit local user.

6.12 Electronic nameplate function
This feature can be the name of the participants through the PC software, the unit received a
directive will display the name of the participants on the OLED screen. When the card is inserted
into the same as the machine ID, the name of the person in the card is displayed on the OLED
screen.
Radio electronic nameplate information can also be used for single or multiple units, electronic
nameplate information also displays on the touch screen page logo in the upper left corner, the
information can not be more than 8 characters or 16 English characters, power-down save.
As shown below:
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6.13 Tea Application Functionality
Enter the menu page, as shown below, Click on tea button is to apply for tea from PC software, the
PC software tea application will light up to alert, chairman unit and delegate unit menu page as
shown in the figure below:

6.14 Screen brightness adjustment
Chairman unit enter the menu page, click on "Brightness Adjustment" button to adjust the screen
brightness chairman unit, the screen brightness adjustment range of chairman unit is: 0 to 64;
brightness adjustment delegate directly unit icons in the lower right corner of the page LOGO

.

6.15 volume adjustment function
All units of volume adjustment buttons are available on the bottom of the page LOGO

shortcut key to manually adjust the volume level of which is divided into 0 to 14,

0 is mute, 14 is the maximum volume.

6.16 Other Function
Insert the headset microphone can use the headset microphone to talk, it will be mute when insert

the headset output, voice output by headphone output.

Chairman unit Delegate unit

chairman unit brightness adjustment delegate
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7. TS-0204/TS-0204A Operation Manual

7.1 Booting
Power on the host system to start the meeting, unit machine screen display "System Loading ...",
the start up page as follows.

After completion of the boot LOGO interface touch screen display, if the machine is not normal,
you can not automatically switch to LOGO interface. Correct LOGO interface is as follows:

7.2 Unit Type
Chairman unit has a microphone key and priority key, touch screen, turn off all delegate
microphones, English switch, channel switch, volume control, brightness adjustment, tea
application initiating attendance and voting, attendance and voting response operations.
Representative unit has microphone key, but without priority key, you can switch the
microphone on the touch screen, in English and switching, channel switch, volume control,
brightness adjustment, tea apply, attendance and voting response operations.

7.3 Conference Management
Unit machine by switching the microphone conference management control, the permission is
from the meeting host configuration.
Press the MIC switch button can switch the microphone unit is shown below:

Chairman unit Delegate unit
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In APPLY mode, when the applications on behalf of open mics, representatives shown below:

Chairman of the machine at this time are shown below.

Then press the button to agree or disagree, on behalf of the application is turned on or off
according to the FIFO mode.
The number of full prompt the user when the number of applicants is full.

In NORMAL mode, exceed the number of delegate units will go into a wait state.

By pressing the priority button of Chairman of the machine , turn off the microphone for all delegate
and chairman unit open the mic.
Representative unit is shown below:

7.4 Sign in
Going into the menu page of Chairman unit, press the "launch sign" button to enter the sign control
page, as shown below, then you can see the results of the last sign. Press the "Start Registration"
button, send hardware attendance.
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At this point you can view on the touch screen display and has not yet reached the number of
attendance numbers, you can also initiate attendance by PC software. At this point you can
select by pressing the microphone key unit machine, press the "sign" button to insert the card in
three ways to sign , the sign will be displayed after the machine has been to sign and add a
number of people, not yet reached the number minus one. Press the Exit button to end and exit
sign.
If the Chairman of the machine sign function is disabled, press the start button on the sign, the
touch screen will prompt ban sign, then turn on the PC need to sign function.

7.5 Vote
Enter the chairman unit menu page, press the launch vote button to enter the vote menu page,
then you can choose to view the results of the last vote. Press the Start button to vote to initiate the
hardware three key vote. Press favors, abstention, opposition to vote, after pressing the screen
stops flashing. All units will show all the voting result after press end button, and then press the exit
button to return to the main page, chairman unit menu page, as shown below:

Three key vote on behalf of the unit response page as below:

Chairman unit menu Interface Chairman unit sign control interface
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PC software can be launched five key election, press the corresponding button, select a result, as

shown in the figure below:

PC software can be launched five key rating, press the corresponding button, select a result, as
shown in the figure below:

7.6 Channel selection

Chairman unit and delegate unit on the page icon LOGO channel switching

current audio listening, you can choose to listen to different sound channels manually (with
power-down save function), where 0 is the original sound output channel, and the remaining 15 for
translators machine output channels. (NOTE: Depending on the type and grade, respectively
(15+1) / (31+1) / (63+1) channel-language products)

7.7 Fire Alarm
When the controller launched fire alarm messages, the “Fire Warning "prompt will be displayed on
the unit screen machines, the screen shown below, in the condition of fire alarm, mi rod will be the
red light flashing, until the controller to cancel the fire alarm, unit to recover before the alarm state.
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7.8 Chinese-English Switch
From the LOGO page click the menu button to enter the menu page, click language Settings
button to enter Chinese-English switch pages, power-down save. Settings page is as follows:

7.9 Timing speech and speech timekeeping
This function need to switch controlled by the PC software, please refer to the PC user manual. Its
function is to switch the phone, in the timing speech, PC issued regularly speak of time, the unit
will display the countdown time remaining presentation, the time to automatically shut down after
phone, timing speech only for the delegate unit effectively, the chairman of the unit is invalid; when
speech timekeeping, PC specify the unit to speech timekeeping unit time accounting has spoken.

7.10 Audio Adjustment
This function requires a PC software control to switch from the meeting, please refer to PC user
manual in details..

7.11 Short Message Tip
This feature requires a PC software control to switch from the meeting, please refer to PC user
manual in details.. Its function is that PC can single launch / broadcast messages to the display
unit machine display, reminding unit local user.

7.12 Tea Application Functionality
Enter the menu page, as shown below, Click on tea button is to apply for tea from PC software, the
PC software tea application will light up to alert, chairman unit and delegate unit menu page as
shown in the figure below:

Chairman unit Delegate unit
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7.13 Screen brightness adjustment
Chairman unit enter the menu page, click on "Brightness Adjustment" button to adjust the screen
brightness chairman unit, the screen brightness adjustment range of chairman unit is: 0 to 64;
brightness adjustment delegate directly unit icons in the lower right corner of the page LOGO

.

7.14 volume adjustment function
All units of volume adjustment buttons are available on the bottom of the page LOGO

shortcut key to manually adjust the volume level of which is divided into 0 to 14,0

mute, 14 is the maximum volume.

7.15 Electronic nameplate function
Radio electronic nameplate information can also be used for single or multiple units, electronic
nameplate information also displays on the touch screen page logo in the upper left corner, the
information can not be more than 8 characters or 16 English characters, power-down save.
As shown below:

7.16 Other Function
Insert the headset microphone can use the headset microphone to talk, it will be mute when insert
the headset output, voice output by headphone output.

chairman unit brightness adjustment delegate
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8. TS-0670HY operation explanation
8.1 Proceed ID installation
Sponsor edit ID through controller touchable screen, interpreter enter edit ID interface, then it will
show the current room number, current ID number, local room number and local ID number.
As shown below:

Write ID interface
click OK button, the mic red color will flicker one time, when it stop at red color, which means ID is
edited successfully, the room number and ID number will be updated (ID scope 4097~4282, room
scope 1-15, each room can accommodate 6pcs ID). Repeat to click OK button to edit next ID and
room…Finish editing all ID accordingly, the interpreter returns to the controlling interface.
If there has repetitive ID in this system, the repeated interpreter interface will remind, click OK to
return to main interface, but you need to reedit ID.

ID repeated warnings interface
8.2 Model Management
Interpretation room preemption mode:
When you select "preemption" mode, the same channel of the different machine translators in
same room can be preempted, while closing the channel occupied by the translation unit (Note
that only the same channel can be preempted successfully), if the channel is different preemption,
will come up warning . Click OK to return to the main screen.

Preemption warning interface
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Interpretation room interlock mode:
When you select "Interlock" mode, if there is a microphone in the interpretation room opened,
other interpretation unit can not be opened, if you want to open the unit has the same output
channel of opened delegation. They will be waiting state. when opened units closed, the waiting
units will open automatically, otherwise will be automatically canceled after 10S waiting. If you
want to turn on the unit and the opened unit’s output channel are different, will warning you use
same channel to apply. click OK to return to the main screen.

Interlocking mode of wait interface Interlocking mode of warning interface

The input and output channel of same interpretation unit can not be the same, or will warning, you
click ok to get back main interface.

Input and output channels can not be the same prompt interface

External channel of interpretation booth are the same, will inform to click ok to turn back main
interface.

Translation of the outer channel between the same prompt interface
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8.3 Fire Alarm
The host is fire alarm, interpretation units will come into fire alarm interface, it will work until fire
alarm revocation.

8.4 Main interface channel switch
The main interface show below when opening:

start interface main interface

As mentioned in main interface:
 input channel section (CH IN): adjust the main interface of a, b, c button to quickly switch CH
IN channel, with original channel button on the main interface you can quickly switch to the 0
channel to listen to the original sound, increase and decrease buttons on the left, but also CH IN is
used to adjust the channel (0-15).
 output channel section (CH OUT): Adjust the main interface of A, B, C buttons to quickly
switch channels CH OUT, in the microphone turned on, these buttons function failure, increase
and decrease buttons on the right, also used to adjust channel CH OUT of (1-15).
NOTE: Depending on the type and grade, respectively (15+1) / (31+1) / (63 +1) channel-language
products.

8.5 Tea Application

Click on the application icon (Tea) after tea to launch PC application interface interpreter
machine interface jump tea, tea application is successful, the PC will be prompted, click Return
Homepage button to return to the main interface.
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Tea interface

8.6 Ask for Help

Click the Help application icon (Help) after helping to launch PC applications jump to help

translators machine interface interface that helps the application is successful, the PC will be
prompted, click Return Homepage button to return to the main interface.

Help screen
8.7 Ask slow down

Click on the icon (Slow) Slow jump after interpreter machine interface interface, slow

application is successful, click on the Return Homepage button to return home, the other is a
speech interface unit into the deceleration request.

Slow interface

8.8 Cough eliminate

Click eliminate cough when open microphone icon (Cough), microphone sounds are not
uploaded, avoid other users to upload up the sound, click again to cancel eliminate cough, cough
cancel cancellation after the closure of the microphone.
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8.9 Volume adjustment

Click the volume icon (volume), enter the volume control interface, click the + and - buttons
to adjust the volume of headphones and speakers, you can drag the progress bar in the middle of
the volume adjustment.

Volume control interface

8.10 Interpretation room and ID check
Click Setup to enter the setup interface, then click on “The interpretation room NO. and ID” to enter
the query and display interface, you can see the local room and a local ID, click the Return button
return to the Setup interface.

setup interface interpretation and ID check interface
8.11 Fast input channel presets
Click Setup to enter the setup interface, then click Pre-set fast input channel into the fast input
channel preset interface, click on a, b, c can be selected switch, was selected for the yellow, + -
buttons perform the corresponding language channel adjustment (1-15), After choosing the click
OK to save the default input language fast, click the Return button return to the Setup interface.

Fast input channel presets
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8.12 Fast output channel presets
Click Setup to enter the setup interface, then click Pre-set fast output channel into the fast output
channel preset interface, click A, B, C can be selected switch, was selected for the yellow, + -
buttons perform the corresponding language channel adjustment (1-15), After choosing the click
OK to save the default input language fast, click the Return button return to the Setup interface.

Fast output channel presets

8.13 speaking timing
Click Setup to enter Setup interface, then click the speak timing into a timing interface, click on the
Enable speak timing open speech timing function, click Disable speak speak timing closure timing
function (open, to speak at the top of the screen will be shown time, open microphone status start
timing), click Save button will save the current presentation time, next time to electricity, timing time
starts from the saved time to remember, click Reset button to clear the time to 0, click the Return
button return to the Setup interface.
as shown in the figure below:

Open a timing interface Closing speech timing interface

8.14 The screen brightness
Click on the Setup of set into the interface, and then click on the Screen brightness adjustment into
the brightness control interface, click +, - button can adjust the brightness of the screen, can also
drag the middle of the progress bar to adjust brightness (Does not have the power-down save
feature).
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Brightness control interface

8.15 message
When there is message, a red dot will appear on the top right corner of the envelope, click on the
envelope will enter message interface to view, read it and then click on the Homepage to return to
the main interface, after reading the envelope of the red dot will disappear.

8.16 headphone output
After insert the headset, the status bar at the top of the interface, the headset icon is displayed,
adjust the input channel of the interpreter machine, through headphones can hear the voice of the
corresponding channel.

8.17 headset mic output
After insert the headset mic, you may talk through headphones wheat for translation.

8.18 the speaker output
In the absence of an earphone, and the interpreter is idle machine in the room, adjust the input
channel of the interpreter machine, speakers can hear the voice of the corresponding channel.

8.19 36V external power supply
Slopes league, more than the power not enough cases can plug in 36V DC power supply.

8.20 translation between working condition
① The idle state: this room without an interpreter machine open microphone, this room all the
interpreter machine mi green light will flash, if headphones don't insert, the interpreter machine
can output the sound of the corresponding channel.
② Working state: when the microphone is turned on, there is an interpreter machine room this
room all the interpreter machine mi green light to stop flashing and extinguished, the interpreter
machine speakers will not output the sound of the corresponding channel.
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9. TS-0200ME Extension Unit
Front Panel

1. Extension connection A/B indicator light.

2. Microphone unit connection 1/2/3 channel indicator light.

Real Panel

1. Conference extension unit 100M cascade port.
2. Microphone unit connection port.
3. Earthing rod.
4. Power input, support AC ~110V-240V 50/60Hz.

Reference system connection diagram, ROUTE A / B port is TS-0200ME equipment and TS-0200
/0200MC/0200ME each other cascade port. DELEGATES 1/2/3 port is used to connect the
conference units machine, and TS-0200M's DELEGATES port function, the use of the method is
the same. When a user connects to the corresponding port, the port is working properly, the front
panel of the TS-0200ME corresponding indicator light, if the data is sent over the link, the indicator
light flashes.

NOTE:
① Recommended before the host starts, start expansion host.
② TS-0200ME totals for each unit The external port can not exceed the maximum number
supported.
③ Extended Host mutual connection, ROUTE A must be connected as required ROUTE A port to
another port, ROUTE B connection ROUTE B.
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10. Conference PC software instruction
Digital Conference System PC control software is powerful, easy to operate, including most of the
functionality needed in meeting; it is designed according to meeting procedure sequence. Users
only need to operate follow the left column.
Below software interface, there is a column to display the current conference host status,
interpreter unit quantity, chairman unit quantity, delegate unit quantity, current computer time and
other information. If there is microphone being plugged, lost connection, the quantity change will
prompt up to alert the operator.

System Management Interface introduction: The information displayed on the left of System
Management Interface is the four functional modules, including preparation before meeting,
starting meeting, sorting material after meeting and system management.
Each of these modules also contains several small modules.
Preparations before meeting includes the sub-modules: venue design, conference management,
personnel management, delegates, staff qualifying, electronic nameplate and sign cards,
interpreter unit languages and projection edition.
Starting meeting includes the sub-modules: sign in control, agenda control, conference control;
Sorting material after meeting includes the sub-modules: data reporting, logging.
System management includes the sub-modules: user management, host configuration.

Due to the limited space in this manual, the specific operation of the digital conference system
software instructions here is not mentioned in details, please refer to "ITC Digital Conference
System Software User Manual”.
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11. 6-core aviation connector Description

6-core aviation connector pin illustrated

Air 6P interface pin definitions

Air 6P extension cord pin illustrated:

Air 6P extension cable pin assignment

12. Outputting and loading capacity sheet of the controller machine/extension
(single) of Conference system

Conference Units Type Conference Units Model

Extension cable length between the host
machine and the first conference unit (The
host machine can only connect three units)

10m 20m 40m 60m 80m
100
m

Speaker and
Microphone with 144*32
LCD screen

Quantity of
TS-0206/0206A
(containing quantity of
TS-0221)

27
(14)

26
(13)

25
(13)

23
(12)

22
(11)

20
(10)

Speaker and
microphone with 4.3
inch color screen+5.5
inch green desk display

Quantity of
TS-0203/0203A
(containing quantity of
TS-0221)

16
(8)

16
(8)

15
(8)

12
(6)

11
(6)

10
(5)
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Speaker and
microphone with 7 inch
color touch screen

TS-0670HY
14 14 13 11 10 9

Speaker and
microphone with 4.3
inch color screen

Quantity of
TS-0204/0204A
(containing quantity of
TS-0221)

17
(9)

17
(9)

16
(8)

14
(7)

12
(6)

11
(6)

Speaker and
microphone with 0 LED
screen

TS-0236/0236A
(without TS-0221) 51 50 49 44 42 40

Speaker and
microphone with 4.3
inch color screen

TS-0205/0205A
(without TS-0221) 20 20 19 16 16 15

Notes:

1. The data in the sheet are calculated for single unit connected with three units. (The host

machine of TS-0200 series can just connect with three units and one way is reserved.

Extension host is fully connected. )

2. The total cable between the host and the furthest conference unit cannot be over 260m.

3. The single extension cable shall be less than 100m, or it will affect the signal. If the cable is over

100m, it needs to connect extension box TS-0221 within 100 m.

4. The cable power consumption and the host loading will be the maximum when the extension

cable is installed between the host and the first conference unit. When the extension cable is

installed between the last two conference units, there will be little effect for the quantity of

connected units (In the above sheet, the conference units connected with the host is calculated

with the extension cable installed between the host and the first conference unit).

5. The unit quantity in the above sheet is calculated with box TS-0221 installed. If more extension

boxes and units are added, it needs to connect external power supply on the extension box

(36V/2A adaptor can be for TS-0221).

6. All the conference units of full-digital series are powered by the controller or the 6P interface of

extension units. Owing to the power supply limitation of the controller or the 6P interface, it is

needed to make sure that the total power capacity of each conference unit and cable power loss is

less than the limitation. Otherwise, the system will not work normally or protect itself automatically
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Full Digital Congress System

VersionV0.5
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